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ALLAN O. THOMPSON was interviewed at the St. Francis
Hotel, his place of employment. After being advised of the
identity of the contacting Agents, he was interviewed regarding
his knowledge of the identity of a person allegedly having
knowledge of JAMES EARL RAY; who THOMPSON previously refused
to identify. During the course of the interview, it became
necessary to advise THOMPSON of the provisions of Title 18,
United States Code, Section 1001.
THOMPSON advised that he knows the individual whom
he previously refused to identify by the name of "FITZ." He
said he was approached by this individual at the Rabbit's Foot
Bar, 5623 Hollywood Boulevard, Los Angeles, California, a
few days prior to the date of the present interview. THOMPSON
said he could not recall the specific date. He said this individual
said, "You're Mr. THOMPSON aren't you?" and then proceeded
to ask if THOMPSON was interested in splitting the reward
money offered as a result of the assassination of MARTIN
LUTHER KING, Jr. THOMPSON said he told this individual
he was not interested. During the course of subsequent
conversation, THOMPSON said "FITZ" told him he had observed
JAMES EARL RAY, also known as Eric Starvo Galt, and another
individual sitting together, engaged in conversation at a
local bar, the name of which was not mentioned by "FITZ."
THOMPSON said that "FITZ" told him that RAY called this
individual "J.C." THOMPSON said the nickname "J.C." prompted
his recollection of events as he related during the course
of an interview on May 28, 1968, that is, RAY being called
twice, possibly three times, by JAMES C. HARDIN from New Orleans
and Atlanta.
THOMPSON said that he has seen "FITZ" on an
infrequent basis in the vicinity of Hollywood Boulevard
and Western Avenue, Los Angeles, California, during the
past six months. He advised he has no knowledge of the
associates of "FITZ," his residence, past or prior; his
automobile; or his employment, if any.
THOMPSON said at some time after the first of the
year he expelled "FITZ" and another Caucasian male from the
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in an automobile. THOMPSON said it was on this occasion
that he learned of this individual's name in that the
person with whom he was sleeping called him "FITZ."
THOMPSON advised he believes "FITZ" to be the
subject of a warrant for-his arrest because when THOMPSON
told him to contact the FBI with his information, "FITZ"
told him he could not.
THOMPSON described "FITZ" as follows:
Race
Sex
Age
Height
Weight
Hair
Eyes
Appearance

Caucasian
Male
37 - 42 years
51 8"
175 pounds
Brown, worn short, as in
a crewcut
Unrecalled, possibly dark
Habitually wears sport
shirt with slacks

THOMPSON sa id that whenever and wherever he
again observes "FITZ," he will immediately notify the
FBI.
Concerning the telephonic contact of JAMES EARL
RAY by JAMES C. HARDIN, THOMPSON added that he believes
the voice of the person who identified himself as JAMES C.
HARDIN on the telephone and the voice of the person who
identified himself as Mr. HARDIN at the St. Francis Hotel,
Los Angeles, California, after these telephone calls,
are identical. He said that the only basis for this
judgment is his experience in dealing with people over
the telephone and across the desk as a hotel manager.
THOMPSON advised that on one occasion during a longdistance telephone call for RAY by HARDIN, he remembers
having conversation with the long-distance telephone
operator and hearing the conversation between the operator
and HARDIN. He said that he, therefore, assumes that
this telephone call was placed for HARDIN by the operator,
rather than being dialed directly as he believes occurred
on the other occasions.
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THOMPSON viewed the FBI Facial Identification
Catalog in an effort to obtain an artist's conception
of JAMES C. HARDIN.
The following description of THOMPSON was
obtained by observation and interview:
Sex
Race
Birth Data

Male
Caucasian
December 25, 1913
Arizona

Height
Weight
Hair

5 '7 "

160 pounds
Brown and graying,
partially bald
Hazel
U. S. Marine Corps
1942 - 1946
service number unrecalled

Eyes
Military Service

THOMPSON advised that he has furnished all the
information in his possession concerning "FITZ" and JAMES C.
HARDIN. He advised that he believes he could identify a
photograph of JAMES C. HARDIN if such a photograph was
shown to him.
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